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Important Safety Instructions
1. Read and follow all warning notices and instructions marked on the product or included
in this Reference Guide.
2. This product is intended to be used with a three-wire grounding type plug - a plug
which has a grounding pin. This is a safety feature. Equipment grounding is vital to
ensure safe operation. Do not defeat the purpose of the grounding type plug by modifying
the plug or using an adapter.
Prior to installation, use an outlet tester or a voltmeter to check the AC receptacle for the
presence of earth ground. If the receptacle is not properly grounded, the installation must
not continue until a qualified electrician has corrected the problem. If a three-wire
grounding type power source is not available, consult a qualified electrician to determine
another method of grounding the equipment.
3. Slots and openings in the cabinet are provided for ventilation. To ensure reliable
operation of the product and to protect it from overheating, these slots and openings must
not be blocked or covered.

Notice!
DO NOT place anything directly on top of unit that can block air holes.
4. Do not allow anything to rest on the power cord and do not locate the product where
persons could step or walk on the power cord.
5. Do not attempt to service this product yourself, as opening or removing covers may
expose you to dangerous high voltage points or other risks. Refer all servicing to
qualified service personnel.
6. Special cables, which may be required by the regulatory inspection authority for the
installation site, are the responsibility of the customer.
7. When installed in the final configuration, the product must comply with the applicable
Safety Standards and regulatory requirements of the country in which it is installed. If
necessary, consult with the appropriate regulatory agencies and inspection authorities to
ensure compliance.
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8. A rare phenomenon can create a voltage potential between the earth grounds of two or
more buildings. If products installed in separate buildings are interconnected, the
voltage potential may cause a hazardous condition. Consult a qualified electrical
consultant to determine whether or not this phenomenon exists and, if necessary,
implement corrective action prior to interconnecting the products.
9. Electrostatic Discharge (ESD) protection must be used when handling circuit card
assemblies and all other electronic parts covered in this manual.

WARNING!
This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class
"A" Digital Device, pursuant to part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are
designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful interference when
the equipment is operated in a commercial environment. This equipment
generates, uses, and can radiate radio frequency energy, and, if not installed
and used in accordance with this Reference Guide, may cause harmful
interference to radio communications. Operation of this equipment in a
residential area is likely to cause harmful interference, in which case, the user
will be required to correct the interference at his own expense.
The authority to operate this equipment is conditioned by the requirement
that no modifications will be made to the equipment unless the changes or
modifications are expressly approved by the manufacturer.

Disclaimer for Shielded Cables
This equipment was tested with shielded input/output, and interface cables. It is recommended
that shielded cables be used to reduce interference whenever interference is suspected.
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Chapter 1
ADPCM Card
1.1

ADPCM
This chapter provides installation, configuration, and troubleshooting information for the
Adaptive Differential Pulse-Code Modulation (ADPCM) Card. This card is labeled as the
ADPCM 64 card on its faceplate ejector.

1.2

ADPCM Card Descriptions

1.2.1

ADPCM 64 Card Description (887160)
The ADPCM 64 Card has 32 pairs of voice compression engines that accept inputs directly
from voice, SRU, and/or BRI data cards in the same system unit, or voice traffic from WAN
links through the system. This card requires a matching card at the other end to decompress
the voice channels to normal 64 kbps operation.
Each pair of compression engines uses one 64 kbps DS0 time slot for two compressed voice
channels. Each engine can compress 64 kbps voice traffic into 24 kbps, 32 kbps, or 40 kbps,
depending on the voice signal quality required.
The rate of a DS0 time slot is 64 kbps, so the sum of the compression rates for engines 1 and
2 must equal 64 kbps. For example, if you assign a 32 kbps circuit to engine 1, engine 2 can
only accept another 32 kbps circuit. Also, a 40 kbps circuit can only be paired with a 24 kbps
circuit, and vice versa.
The ADPCM compression engines always work in pairs. Engines 1 and 2, 3 and 4, 5 and 6,
and 7 and 8 are paired. Each member of the pair must have the same ADPCM WAN port and
ADPCM time slot. Also, both members of the compression engine pair must be active
before either port will operate.
The ADPCM 64 Card can transport low-speed asynchronous data transmission (19.2 kbps or
less) from an SRU user card port that will occupy a 24 kbps engine. Each data circuit must be
paired with a 40 kbps voice channel. The card can also compress B-channel voice traffic from
a BRI card without restricting compression rates.
The integrated access system can have up to three ADPCM 64 Cards (two normal cards and
an identical redundant card).
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The ADPCM 64 Card supports Transition Signaling as defined in ANSI T1.302-1989, with
the exception of the Alarm bits. ANSI T1.302 specifies signaling at the 32 bps compression
rate. The card uses this scheme for 24 bps and 40 bps, even though those rates are not included
in the standard. Table 1-1 summarizes the signals supported by each transcoder data rate. Your
DS0 time slot configuration must adhere to these specifications.

Table 1-1. ADPCM Compression Rates
Transcoder
Rate

Voice Quality
(MOS)*

24 kbps
32 kbps

3.6-3.8 Range
4.0-4.3 Range

40 kbps

4.0-4.3 Range

Modem Data
no
up to 4.8 kbps
V.32 9.6 kbps
up to 12 kbps
V.32 14.4 (no/yes)

DTMF

FAX

no
OK

no
Group II

OK

Group III

* MOS = Mean Opinion Score based on subjective evaluation

1.2.1.1

Card Jumper/Switch Settings
The ADPCM 64 Card does not have any jumpers or switches on its motherboard.

1.2.1.2

Card External Connector and Signal Pinouts
The ADPCM 64 Card does not have any external connectors on its faceplate.

1.2.1.3

Installing the ADPCM Card
Insert the ADPCM card into one of the server card chassis slots (P1 to P3). The system can
accomodate up to three server cards.

1.3

ADPCM Card User Screens and Settings

1.3.1

Main Screen
You must configure the ADPCM card ports for operation. This is done from the ADPCM Card
Main Screen, which is shown in Figure 1-1. To go to this screen, highlight the ADPCM card
in the System Main Screen and press <Enter>.
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Node_1
| P1
version #:1.33
1
STATE
stdby
USER
n/a
WAN/SERV
w1-1
TS
01
ADPCM W/S
w1-1
ADPCM TS
01
TYPE
v&s
RATE
24k
SIG MODE
e&m
CODING
u-law
TC CGA
idle

ADPCM-64
2
stdby
n/a
w1-1
01
w1-1
01
v&s
24k
e&m
u-law
idle

3
stdby
n/a
w1-1
01
w1-1
01
v&s
24k
e&m
u-law
idle

Rev A0-0
4
stdby
n/a
w1-1
01
w1-1
01
v&s
24k
e&m
u-law
idle

Ser 00101
5
stdby
n/a
w1-1
01
w1-1
01
v&s
24k
e&m
u-law
idle

6
stdby
n/a
w1-1
01
w1-1
01
v&s
24k
e&m
u-law
idle

| 12-31-99
7
stdby
n/a
w1-1
01
w1-1
01
v&s
24k
e&m
u-law
idle

14:33

8
stdby
n/a
w1-1
01
w1-1
01
v&s
24k
e&m
u-law
idle

Save | Undo | Refresh | pg_Left | pg_riGht | sWitch | Main

Figure 1-1. Typical ADPCM Card Main Screen
The bottom highlighted line of this screen shows several actions you can perform from the
screen. To perform an action, simply press the key indicated by the capital letter of the desired
action. For example, to save your configuration settings, press “s” to invoke the Save
command. Table 1-2 lists these actions.

Table 1-2. ADPCM Card Main Screen Actions
Action
Save
Undo
Refresh
pg_Left
pg_riGht
SWitch
Main

Server Cards

Function
Saves changes to settings.
Returns all settings to the last saved state.
Redraws the current screen with the latest information.
Pages through the 64 engines (highest to lowest), 8 at a time.
Pages through the 64 engines (lowest to highest), 8 at a time.
Switches an active ADPCM card to its redundant mate.
Returns to the ADPCM Card Main Screen. If changes are made to settings
and not saved, users will be prompted to save or lose changes.
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Table 1-3 summarizes the ADPCM card configuration parameters and available settings.
These are also described in the following paragraphs.

Table 1-3. ADPCM Card Setting Options and Defaults
Parameter
STATE
USER
WAN/SERV
TS
ADPCM W/S
ADPCM TS
TYPE
RATE
SIG MODE
CODING
TC CGA

User Options
stdby actv rdnt
n/a uX-1 through uX-8
n/a w1-1 w1-2 w2-1 w2-2 w3-1 w3-2 w4-1 w4-2
n/a 01-24 01-31
w1-1 w1-2 w2-1 w2-2 w3-1 w3-2 w4-1 w4-2
01-24 01-31
n/a v&s v trnsp
n/a 24K 32K 40K
n/a e&m fxs plar fxo user
n/a u-law a-inv
n/a idle busy

Default
stdby
n/a
none
01
none
01
v&s
24K
e&m
u-law
idle

STATE
The State setting determines whether the port is active or inactive. When assigning ADPCM
engine pairs for WAN traffic, set the State setting to stdby (standby) for ports that are not yet
used or not yet configured. Set it to actv (active) for ports that are ready for use.
Setting the State to rdnt (redundant) for any port on an unused card will cause that card to act
as the redundant back-up for all of the other ADPCM cards in that unit. Once a card is
designated as a redundant ADPCM card the only way it can be used for regular ADPCM
traffic is to change the state of the selected port back to either actv or stdby.
When assigning ADPCM engine pairs from user cards, changing the port from stdby to actv
and saving the selection information on the user card screen will cause the system to
automatically assign an ADPCM engine.
When the engine is assigned from a user card, no changes can be made from the ADPCM card
screen to any of the fields.

USER
The User setting identifies the user card and port connected to this engine. This is the place
where the ADPCM card will expect incoming (non-compressed) voice, subrate data, and
B-channel traffic. If assigned from a voice, SRU, or BRI card port, this selection will show the
user card slot and port number (e.g., u5-2 for the card in slot U5, port 2). If you are assigning
a WAN time slot, this setting will show n/a.
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WAN/SERV
The WAN/SERV setting identifies the incoming WAN link connected to this engine. This is
the place where the ADPCM card will expect incoming (non-compressed) voice. If you are
assigning voice traffic to a WAN time slot, this setting will show w1-1 to w4-2. If you are
assigning to a voice card or SRU card port, this setting will show n/a.

TS
The Time slot parameter selects the specific time slot of the above WAN link on which the
ADPCM card can expect incoming voice traffic. If WAN 1-1 is equipped with a T1 CSU
module or a DSX/CEPT module configured for T1 DSX interface, the options are 1 to 24. If
a DSX/CEPT module is installed on that WAN port and that module is configured for CEPT
E1 interface, the options are 1 to 15 and 17 to 31. If you are assigning time slots to voice or
SRU card ports, this setting will be n/a.

ADPCM W/S
The ADPCM W/S setting identifies the outgoing WAN link to which the engine is connected.
If you are assigning to a voice, SRU, or BRI card port, or to voice traffic from a WAN time
slot, this setting will show w1-1 through w4-2. This is the WAN link to which the ADPCM
card will send its outgoing (compressed) traffic.

ADPCM TS
The ADPCM Time slot parameter selects the specific time slot on the WAN link chosen in the
previous setting that the ADPCM card will send outgoing compressed traffic. The options are
determined by the equipment on the WAN link selected in the previous setting. If WAN 1-1 is
equipped with an 812 CSU or 811 DSX/CEPT Module configured for DSX, the options are 1
to 24. If a DSX/CEPT module is installed and configured for CEPT E1, the options are 1 to 15
and 17 to 31.

TYPE
The Type parameter identifies the voice and signaling requirements for the incoming circuit.
The options are v (voice), voice and v&s (signaling) and trnsp (transparent). Use v when the
input to the ADPCM channel is a 64 kbps channel and inband signaling is not required. Use
v&s when the input to the ADPCM channel is a 64 kbps voice channel and the ADPCM card
must also provide inband signaling.

Server Cards
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The trnsp setting allows you to map the outputs of SRU ports to the ADPCM channel. The
subrate data will be clocked into the ADPCM channel at an input rate of 24 kbps, then passed
transparently (non-compressed) through the ADPCM card to the appropriate WAN time slot.
This could be useful if you have an odd number of voice channels and want to utilize the
empty engine pair of the last ADPCM channel.
The B-channel traffic from the BRI card also uses the trnsp setting, but it does not place any
restrictions on the compression rates.
If the engine is assigned to a voice card, this selection will show v&s. If assigned to an SRU
card, it will show trnsp. You cannot change it from this screen.

RATE
The Rate parameter identifies the compression requirements for the incoming circuit. The
options are 24K, 32K, and 40K. The sum of the pair of engines must always equal 64 kbps.
If this engine is assigned to a user card port, the selection will show the value that was chosen
on that port. It cannot be changed from this screen.

SIG MODE
The Signaling Mode parameter identifies the type of signaling required for the incoming
circuit from the network. If v&s was chosen in the Type setting, the options are e&m, fxs,
plar, and fxo. If v or trnsp was chosen in the Type setting, the only option is n/a.
If this engine is assigned to a user card, this selection will show user. It cannot be changed
from this screen.

CODING
The Coding parameter identifies the PCM companding format required for the incoming
circuit from the network. The choices are u-law or a-inv.
If this engine is assigned to a voice or BRI card, this selection will show the value you selected
for that port. If this engine is assigned to an SRU card, this selection will show u-law. It cannot
be changed from this screen.

TC CGA
The Trunk Conditioning CGA setting identifies the type of trunk conditioning required for the
incoming circuit. If v&s is chosen in the Type setting, the options are idle or busy. If trnsp or
v is chosen as the Type, the only option is n/a.
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If this engine is assigned to a voice card, this selection will show the value you selected on the
voice card port. If assigned to an SRU or BRI card port, the field will show n/a. It cannot be
changed from this screen.
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ADPCM Card Error Messages
Refer to Appendix B in the System Reference Guide for further information on Error
Messages regarding this card.

1.5

ADPCM Card Troubleshooting
The following are instructions on how to troubleshoot the ADPCM card. This is in case the
card fails for any reason:
1. Green LED on faceplate.
2. Verify that the card is in the right slot, P1 through P3.
3. Reseat the card if necessary. This can be done with the power on.
4. View the card status on the main screen.
5. Check the cards configuration options. Select the card form the main screen to do this.
6. Now try to log into the ADPCM main screen. If this still didn’t work the card may be
bad. Try swapping it with a new card.
7. If the ADPCM card is determined to be faulty, replace it and return the faulty unit for
repair to the location specified by your distributor.
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